AGILE FOR THE UNEXPECTED,
RESPONSIVE FOR THE BATTLEFIELD

- Accelerating network deployment
- Delivering end-to-end critical communication services
- Intuitive supervision for rapid diagnosis and resolution
- Automated network configuration tools to save time and reduce error
- Highly redundant and resilient
- Modular and open architecture for seamless IT integration

T.N. 3700 MISSION PARTNER
Satcom Network Management Suite
T.N. 3700 Mission Partner is part of Thales’s Nexium Mission Partner and is the network management suite for our world-leading Nexium Sat solution. It manages your network resources effectively to deliver critical and secure communication services. Network configuration is automated so communications officers can concentrate on their critical job in hand. Driven by Thales’s unrivalled understanding of tactical operations, we know what you expect from your network and our network management suite makes it possible.

**PLANNING**
- End-to-end planning of services and resources
- Optimal allocation of resources
- Services catalogue
- Multi-technology (multi-satellite, multi-vendor)

**OPERATION**
- Automatic production of complete network configuration at Theatre HQ
- Quick and easy network reconfiguration locally demanding little human resources

- Reducing your IT footprint
- Security to the end user to guarantee data integrity and confidentiality

**SUPERVISION**
- Service-oriented supervision to facilitate coordination with users
- Intuitive supervision for quick diagnosis and rapid problem resolution
- Dashboards, KPIs and diagnosis to facilitate prevention and problem resolution
- Drill-down from service issue to faulty equipment

Interworking and interoperability supported by open standards

Thales’s Nexium Mission Partner is built on open standards, including SID from TM Forum, fostering interworking with other network systems and equipment, and end-to-end processes.